MR and CT Arthrography of the Shoulder
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Abstract

The combined use of shoulder arthrography with MR and CT imaging offers distinct advantages over conventional nonarthrographic imaging techniques. The improved contrast and joint distension afforded by direct arthrography optimize evaluation of various intra-articular structures and help to define subtle abnormalities and distinguish normal variants from true shoulder pathology. In this article, we review the rationale and basic approaches to shoulder arthrography as well as the imaging appearance of the normal shoulder, anatomical variants, and pathology highlighted by this technique.
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History

The clinical application of shoulder arthrography was first described in 1933 by Oberholzer, who injected air into the glenohumeral joint to evaluate the structures of the axillary recess on conventional radiographs.1, 2 In the following decades the injection of iodinated contrast material using both blind and fluoroscopically guided techniques was routinely used to enhance the radiological evaluation of the symptomatic shoulder. By the 1980s CT arthrography became the procedure of choice over conventional arthrography due to its ability to delineate the soft tissue structures of the joint in cross section.

Intra-articular injection of a solution containing dilute gadolinium-diethylenetriamine penta-acetic acid (DTPA) followed by T1-weighted imaging (direct MR arthrography) was first described in 1987 by Hajek and colleagues.3 Due to its superior soft tissue contrast, MR arthrography gradually superseded the use of CT by the 1990s. Today, CT arthrography is most commonly used in claustrophobic individuals, patients with contraindications to MRI, and in some instances the postoperative shoulder containing metal.

Rationale

Although there continues to be discussion about the necessity and appropriate indications for shoulder arthrography, its use has several distinct advantages over conventional nonarthrographic imaging techniques. Direct arthrography results in joint distension and separates normal intra-articular structures that might otherwise lie in close apposition. Capsular distension can enhance visualization of small joint bodies and improve delineation of the rotator cuff undersurface, labrum, glenohumeral ligaments, long head of the biceps tendon, and other structures of the rotator interval.

The presence of contrast in the glenohumeral joint increases the conspicuity of some rotator cuff and labral tears as well as chondral defects and increases diagnostic confidence when contrast is seen to enter these structures. MR arthrography also routinely uses T1-weighted fat-suppressed sequences, which impart excellent contrast as well as a higher signal-to-noise ratio than conventional T2-weighted fat-suppressed imaging. The compartmental integrity of the glenohumeral joint is also best assessed through the use of arthrography. Intra-articular injection of contrast into the shoulder can be particularly helpful in determining whether a
tissue, and synovial structures such as the subacromial-subdeltoid bursa and tendon sheaths.

10 Absolute contraindications to direct arthrography include a history of contrast allergy and anticoagulation. A known allergy to iodinated contrast material may be managed with premedication with oral steroids or adoption of a technique that avoids the use of contrast and relies on loss of resistance to confirm proper needle placement. True allergic reactions to intra-articular gadolinium remain unproven. However, a cautious approach in the setting of a suspected gadolinium allergy may be considered with the use of saline in place of gadolinium and appropriate modifications of the MR imaging protocol.

Although there is little agreement on how best to manage patients on oral anticoagulant therapy, a prudent approach would entail assessment of the patient’s international normalized ratio (INR). The acceptable value for the INR prior to direct arthrography varies by institution but generally falls <1.5 to 2.0. If withholding oral anticoagulant therapy is considered prior to injection, the potential health risks of doing so must be weighed against the small risk of the procedure itself as well as the clinical necessity of using direct arthrography versus an indirect approach or conventional MR or CT imaging. The use of smaller gauge needles may also reduce the risk of bleeding in this setting.

Techniques

Indirect Versus Direct Arthrography

Indirect arthrography refers to the intravenous administration of gadolinium-DTPA and is commonly followed by mobilization or exercise of the affected extremity prior to MR imaging. This method was developed as a less invasive alternative to direct arthrography and is based on the eventual movement of intravenous gadolinium into the joint space. When compared with the direct approach, this technique can be much less time consuming and can be performed without the use of imaging guidance, iodinated contrast material, or an on-site radiologist.

Although sensitivities and specificities comparable with direct arthrography have been reported for the assessment of certain rotator cuff and labral tears, some drawbacks to this approach have limited its widespread adoption. These include the relatively diminished signal intensity of intra-articular fluid when compared with direct arthrography, the absence of capsular distension, and the potential for misinterpretation due to enhancement of vessels, postoperative granulation tissue, and synovial structures such as the subacromial-subdeltoid bursa and tendon sheaths. Evaluation of joint compartment integrity is also less optimal with indirect arthrography, and the use of larger quantities of intravenous gadolinium may be contraindicated in certain patients with poor renal function due to the risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis.

Imaging Guidance and Approaches To Direct Arthrography

The type of imaging guidance used for direct arthrography depends largely on operator experience and preference as well as equipment availability. Blind approaches to the glenohumeral joint based on palpation of anatomical landmarks have been associated with variable rates of extra-articular injection ranging between 1% and 73%. The considerable variation in accuracy may be related to differences in technique as well as the practitioner’s level of experience with non-image-guided approaches.

Ultrasound, CT, and MR have been shown to be effective modalities for guiding and confirming proper needle placement during direct arthrography. The use of fluoroscopy, however, remains most popular and has been used with both anterior and posterior approaches to the glenohumeral joint. Over the past 3 decades, the most frequently used method of direct arthrography has been an anterior approach described by Schneider and colleagues. This has also been termed the inferomedial approach and targets the caudal third to half of the glenohumeral joint. Because this method can potentially result in distortion of the anteroinferior labroligamentous complex and subscapularis tendon, many institutions, including our
own, have adopted an alternative anterior approach using the rotator interval as the portal of entry. This method avoids contact of the needle with the anteroinferior labral and capsular structures and often allows use of a 1.5-inch needle versus a longer spinal needle due to the more superficial location of the joint at this level. Posterior approaches to direct arthrography have also been described that similarly avoid the subscapularis tendon and anterior capsulolabral complex.

The glenohumeral joint is most frequently accessed using a 20- to 23-gauge needle. The composition of the solution injected depends on the modality chosen and other considerations such as the presence of a contrast allergy. Until recently, a popular technique for CT and conventional arthrography had involved the injection of 3 cc of iodinated contrast and 10 cc of room air. The use of double contrast, however, has significantly decreased with the advent of multidetector CT as well as the use of radiology workstations allowing for fine adjustments in window width and level. The solution injected may consist of nonionic iodinated contrast alone or in combination with a mixture of saline and/or local anesthetic. Anesthetic may lessen the degree of patient discomfort associated with capsular distention or irritation and can be used as a diagnostic tool to determine whether pain originates from the glenohumeral joint. Typically a volume between 12 and 15 cc is injected.

For direct MR arthrography, a similar quantity of a dilute gadolinium solution with a concentration of ~2 mmol/L is usually injected. This concentration can be achieved by mixing 0.1 cc of gadolinium with 15 cc of normal saline and 5 cc of local anesthetic such as lidocaine. If a significant delay is anticipated between the instillation of contrast and MR imaging, 0.2 to 0.3 cc of 1:1000 epinephrine may be added to the solution to delay the absorption of contrast from the joint.

Substitution of some saline with nonionic iodinated contrast is also performed at some centers. This allows the option of performing CT arthrography as a salvage procedure should the MRI be unsuccessful. The presence of iodinated contrast also permits real-time monitoring of the injection under fluoroscopy and, in the hands of most experienced radiologists, can obviate the need for a preliminary test injection of contrast. The main disadvantage of this method relates to the decreased signal intensity of gadolinium on T1-weighted images when iodinated contrast is mixed with the gadolinium solution.

**Imaging Protocols**

For multidetector CT arthrography, spiral scanning is performed using isotropic data acquisition and generation of multiplanar oblique coronal and oblique sagittal reformations. MR protocols vary by institution but should use a

---

**Figure 1** Fluoroscopic image during shoulder arthrography demonstrating needle placement into the rotator interval at the superomedial quadrant of the humeral head. Contrast is seen to flow medially into the subscapularis recess.

**Figure 2** (A) Axial MR localizer through the supraspinatus muscle demonstrating placement of cursors parallel to the central tendon (arrow). (B) Resulting oblique coronal image allows assessment of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus tendons in continuity.
A dedicated shoulder coil and include T1-weighted fat-suppressed sequences in the axial, oblique coronal, and oblique sagittal planes with 3- to 4-mm slice thickness. A T2-weighted fat-suppressed sequence is typically performed in the oblique coronal plane and is important for the detection of abnormalities that are poorly visualized on T1-weighted fat-suppressed images. These include interstitial and bursal surface rotator cuff tears, bursal fluid, marrow abnormalities, muscle strains, and paralabral or ganglion cysts that do not communicate with the glenohumeral joint. If time permits, the use of an oblique sagittal T2 fat-suppressed sequence can further optimize evaluation of rotator cuff tears in the anteroposterior plane, signal alterations of the long head of the biceps tendon, and the distribution of muscle edema.

At our institutions, we routinely add a T1-weighted fat-suppressed sequence with the shoulder in abduction and external rotation (ABER). This sequence increases scan times but can improve the conspicuity of lesions involving the articular surface of the rotator cuff, enhance visibility of nondisplaced anteroinferior labral tears, and reveal the presence of humeral head decentering in some throwing athletes with superior labrum anterior posterior (SLAP) lesions. We also include an oblique sagittal T1-weighted sequence without fat saturation primarily to assess for fatty infiltration of the rotator cuff muscles.

A simple method for prescribing the oblique coronal and oblique sagittal planes for both CT and MRI involves placing cursors lines perpendicular and parallel to the glenoid fossa, respectively. For MRI, the more experienced technologist may acquire oblique coronal images parallel to the central tendon of the supraspinatus as viewed on an axial localizer (►Fig. 2). This allows the rotator cuff tendons and muscles to be imaged in continuity. The ABER sequence is performed with the patient’s palm placed behind head and neck. A coronal localizer is then performed that is used to acquire oblique axial images parallel to the humeral shaft (►Fig. 3).

**MR Arthrography**

**Rotator Cuff**

Both conventional MRI and direct MR arthrography have been shown to have excellent sensitivities and specificities for the diagnosis of full-thickness rotator cuff tears. With both modalities, full-thickness tears are most commonly diagnosed by identifying tendon retraction in the presence of glenohumeral joint fluid extending into the subacromial-subdeltoid bursa. In some instances, however, the degree of retraction may be minimal or absent, or the tendon gap may fill with hypertrophic synovium, causing obscuration of the tear. In such instances, direct MR arthrography may allow more accurate distinction between a full-thickness and partial-thickness rotator cuff tear by demonstrating the presence of gadolinium contrast in both the glenohumeral joint and subacromial-subdeltoid bursa (►Fig. 4).

Direct MR arthrography also offers advantages over conventional MRI in detecting and characterizing articular surface partial tears of the rotator cuff. Multiple studies have demonstrated the accuracy of this technique with a recent meta-analysis revealing superior sensitivity and specificity for MR arthrography (86% and 96%, respectively) when compared with conventional MR techniques (64% and 92%, respectively). The added sensitivity of direct MR arthrography is largely attributable to the entry of gadolinium contrast into articular surface partial tears. This is facilitated by joint distention as well as the use of the ABER view, which effectively lifts the supraspinatus and infraspinatus tendons from the superior surface of the humeral head. The increased laxity of the rotator cuff tendons in the ABER position allows spreading of the torn edges of the tendon and improves visibility of both nondisplaced flap tears as well as more.

**Figure 3** (A) Coronal localizer with the shoulder in abduction external rotation (ABER). Cursors are aligned parallel to the humeral shaft. (B) Resulting oblique axial image demonstrating a normal-appearing anteroinferior labrum (long white arrow), inferior glenohumeral ligament (short white arrow), and undersurface of the infraspinatus tendon (black arrow).
extensive horizontal (delaminating) tears extending from the articular surface into the tendon substance\textsuperscript{25,26} (\textbf{Fig. 5}).

In this manner, MR arthrography may detect partial tears that are otherwise not visible by conventional techniques and can improve distinction between the high signal intensity of tendinosis and small articular surface partial tears. Direct MR arthrography is not known to have an advantage over conventional MRI for the detection of bursal surface or isolated interstitial tears because contrast in the glenohumeral joint is unable to enter such tears to increase their conspicuity. It is therefore important to include a T2-weighted sequence as part of the routine MR arthrography protocol (\textbf{Fig. 6}). This sequence can also aid in detection of intramuscular ganglion cysts, which can occur with both partial- and full-thickness rotator cuff tears but may not fill with gadolinium during direct arthrography\textsuperscript{27} (\textbf{Fig. 4}).

Normal Anatomy and Anatomical Variants of the Labrum and Capsule
The fibrocartilaginous glenoid labrum attaches to the periphery of the glenoid and serves to stabilize the glenohumeral joint by deepening the glenoid fossa and creating a suction cup effect on the humeral head. The labrum also provides the attachment site for the biceps tendon, inferior glenohumeral ligament, and, less consistently, the superior and middle glenohumeral ligaments.

\textbf{Figure 4}  (A) Conventional T2-weighted fat-suppressed oblique coronal image demonstrating intermediate signal and thickening of supraspinatus tendon (short white arrow) without definite full-thickness tear. Small amount of fluid is present in the subacromial-subdeltoid bursa (long white arrows). Bright septated lesion (asterisk) represents supraspinatus intramuscular ganglion cyst. (B) T1-weighted fast-suppressed post-arthrogram image at comparable level reveals minimally retracted full-thickness tear (short arrow) as well as an articular surface component with delamination (long arrow). Note extension of gadolinium into subacromial-subdeltoid bursa as well as increased conspicuity of a type II superior labrum anterior posterior lesion confirmed at arthroscopy (asterisk). Intramuscular ganglion is obscured on this T1-weighted image.

\textbf{Figure 5}  (A) Oblique coronal T1-weighted fat-suppressed MR arthrogram image demonstrating articular surface partial tear at the medial tendon footprint (arrow). (B) Abduction external rotation oblique axial image through this region demonstrating same tear (long arrow) with additional delaminating component not seen on other sequences (short arrows).
To diagnose abnormalities of the anterior and superior labrum accurately, familiarity with normal anatomical variants in these regions is of critical importance. For the superior labrum, a normal sublabral recess or sulcus may be observed from the 10 o’clock to 2 o’clock position between the labrum and glenoid cartilage (►Fig. 7). This is characterized by a smooth and uniform separation between the superior labrum and the glenoid margin that is typically ≤2 mm. On oblique coronal images, this thin separation curves medially or vertically, parallel to the superior glenoid cartilage, and does not usually extend posterior to the attachment of the biceps-labral complex. Another developmental variation involving the anterosuperior labrum known as a sublabral hole or foramen has been reported to occur in 7 to 17% of individuals.\(^{28,29}\) This represents a normal region of labral detachment occurring between the 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock positions and may be seen as an isolated finding or in continuity with a sublabral recess (►Fig. 8).

The glenohumeral ligaments reflect thickened bands of the joint capsule and are regarded primarily as static stabilizers of the joint (►Fig. 9). The superior glenohumeral ligament (SGHL) has a variable origin and may arise from the anterosuperior labrum or jointly with the biceps tendon from the supraglenoid tubercle. Alternatively, the SGHL may share a common origin with the middle glenohumeral ligament (MGHL). The ligament courses along the lateral border of the coracoid, joins with the coracohumeral ligament within the rotator interval to form a sling around the long head of the biceps tendon, and inserts just superior to the lesser tuberosity of the humerus.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6** (A) Oblique coronal T1-weighted fat-suppressed MR arthrogram image reveals thickening and intermediate signal of the distal supraspinatus tendon (arrow) without definitive tear. (B) T2-weighted fat-suppressed oblique coronal image at the same level reveals a bursal surface partial tear (arrows) in this region.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7** (A) Oblique coronal T1-weighted fat-suppressed MR arthrogram image demonstrating a normal sublabral recess with a thin uniform separation between the superior labrum and glenoid curving medially and parallel to the glenoid cartilage (arrow). (B) Sublabral recess in the axial plane (arrow).
The MGHL demonstrates the greatest variability in terms of origin and size and may be absent in up to 20 to 30% of shoulders.\(^{30,31}\) Possible origins of the MGHL include the anterosuperior labrum, glenoid neck, biceps tendon as well as inferior or superior glenohumeral ligaments. Distally, the ligament is commonly observed to blend with the subscapularis tendon just prior to its insertion on the base of the lesser tuberosity. A relatively common anatomical variant of the MGHL, the “Buford complex,” may be seen up to 6.5% of shoulders\(^{32}\) and is characterized by a thickened and cordlike appearance of the ligament with associated absence of the anterosuperior labrum (►Fig. 10).

The inferior glenohumeral ligament (IGHL) consists of three components: the anterior band, posterior band, and axillary recess. The anterior band most commonly originates from the anterior labrum at or just below the mid-glenoid notch; the posterior band originates from the posteroinferior glenoid margin. The IGHL is observed to insert in either collar-like or V-shaped fashion in the region of the anatomical neck of the humerus.

**Bankart Lesions**

Lesions involving the anteroinferior labroligamentous complex can be well demonstrated by MR arthrography and

---

**Figure 8** Axial fat-suppressed T1-weighted MR arthrogram image revealing detachment of the anterosuperior labrum from the glenoid (arrow) consistent with a sublabral foramen.

**Figure 9** (A) Axial fat-suppressed T1-weighted MR arthrogram image reveals a normal appearance of the superior glenohumeral ligament (arrow). (B) Oblique sagittal fat-suppressed T1-weighted MR arthrogram image showing the middle glenohumeral ligament (black arrow), anterior band of the inferior glenohumeral ligament (white thin arrow), and labrum (white thick arrow). SS, supraspinatus muscle; Co, coracoid process; SSc, subscapularis tendon.

**Figure 10** Axial fat-suppressed T1-weighted MR arthrogram image revealing cordlike middle glenohumeral ligament (thick arrow) with absence of the anterosuperior labrum (thin arrow) consistent with a Buford complex.
include the classic Bankart lesion and its variants: the Perthes lesion and the anterior labroligamentous periosteal sleeve avulsion (ALPSA). Two recent studies found 98 to 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity for MR arthrography in the detection of anterior labral tears versus 60 to 83% sensitivity and 94 to 100% specificity for conventional 3T MRI.\textsuperscript{33,34}

A Bankart lesion is defined as an avulsion of the anteroinferior labroligamentous complex with disruption of the scapular periosteum. Complete detachment from the glenoid commonly results in displacement of capsulolabral tissue anterior to the glenoid rim with an accompanying fluid-filled gap. In other instances, superior migration of the detached labrum can create the appearance of a glenoid labrum ovoid mass (GLOM sign). This can be confused with a dislocated biceps tendon or a cordlike MGHL.

A Perthes lesion is a subtype of the classic Bankart and is characterized by detachment of the anteroinferior labroligamentous complex with a stripped but otherwise intact scapular periosteum. This lesion may be frequently overlooked on conventional MRI due to the relative absence of labral displacement. However, Perthes lesions can be well visualized using direct MR arthrography with the shoulder placed in abduction and external rotation due to the tension placed on the anterior band of the IGHL in this position (\textsuperscript{–} Fig. 11).

Another Bankart variant is the ALPSA, which also represents an avulsion of the anterior labroligamentous complex with an intact periosteal sleeve. It differs from a Perthes lesion in that the stripped but intact periosteal attachment allows for medial displacement and inferior rotation of the torn capsulolabral tissue (\textsuperscript{–} Fig. 12).

Failure on the humeral side of the IGHL may also occur as observed with humeral avulsion of the glenohumeral ligament. This represents detachment of the IGHL from the anatomical neck of the humerus and can be detected on conventional MRI or MR arthrography by extra-articular extension of joint fluid and contrast at the site of IGHL avulsion (\textsuperscript{–} Fig. 13). Discontinuity of the ligament changes the characteristic U-shaped configuration of the axillary pouch to a J-shaped structure. Uncommonly humeral detachment of the IGHL may be accompanied by a bony avulsion.

**Superior Labral Anterior Posterior Lesions**

SLAP lesions comprise a range of labral pathology from simple fraying to detachment as well as more complex tears that can involve the biceps anchor or middle glenohumeral ligament. These lesions are centered at the long head of the biceps tendon and extend both anterior and posterior to the tendon attachment. SLAP lesions are recognized clinically as an important cause of nonspecific shoulder pain and were
initially classified into four types by Snyder et al\textsuperscript{35} with six additional types described subsequently.\textsuperscript{36,37} A type I lesion is characterized by fraying and degeneration of the superior glenoid labrum. A type II lesion is the most common SLAP subtype and represents detachment of the superior labral-bicipital complex from the glenoid rim. A type III lesion reflects a bucket-handle tear of the superior labrum with inferior displacement of the central portion of the torn labrum. The biceps tendon and anchor remain intact. A type IV lesion demonstrates a bucket-handle tear of the superior labrum that extends into the biceps tendon. Type V to X are classified based on the presence of additional labral or ligamentous abnormalities such as a Bankart lesion, superior labral flap tear, middle glenohumeral ligament tear, posterior labral tear, and circumferential labral tear.\textsuperscript{37}

Most of the literature reveals MR arthrography to have superior diagnostic accuracy in the evaluation of SLAP lesions when compared with conventional MRI.\textsuperscript{38–41} However, MR arthrography does not permit reliable identification of the various types of labral tears diagnosed arthroscopically. Type I SLAP lesions are characterized by irregularity in labral contour as well as mildly increased signal intensity on T2-weighted sequences. A type II SLAP lesion may be difficult to distinguish from a normal sublabral recess and demonstrates extension of intra-articular contrast into the tear between the superior labrum and glenoid. In contrast to a sublabral recess, type II SLAP lesions may have a nonuniform, irregular, and wider separation between the labrum and the glenoid margin and may extend posterior to the biceps-labral complex. The separation may also orient toward the lateral aspect of the labrum and extend into the labral substance.\textsuperscript{42–44} (\textit{Fig. 14}).

**Postoperative Shoulder**

The diagnosis of a recurrent rotator cuff tear following operative repair can be very challenging by MRI. To date the reported advantages of MR arthrography over conventional MRI in the diagnosis of recurrent rotator cuff tears have largely been anecdotal. One investigation, however, concluded that direct MR arthrography offered no improvement in diagnostic performance when compared with standard MRI.\textsuperscript{45}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image13.png}
\caption{Oblique coronal fat-suppressed T2-weighted image showing disruption and retraction of the humeral attachment of the inferior glenohumeral ligament (arrow) consistent with humeral avulsion of the glenohumeral ligament.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image15.png}
\caption{Oblique coronal fat-suppressed T1-weighted MR arthrogram image demonstrating a type II superior labrum anterior posterior lesion (arrow) with contrast material between the superior labrum and glenoid extending laterally into the labral substance.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image14.png}
\caption{Oblique coronal fat-suppressed T1-weighted MR arthrogram image revealing a recurrent full-thickness supraspinatus tendon tear with tendon gap of 1.5 cm (black arrow). Two suture anchors are partly visualized at the greater tuberosity (white arrows).}
\end{figure}
study, or a displaced or disrupted suture is identified. If the tendon is retracted, progression is observed from a previous glenohumeral joint and subacromial-subdeltoid bursa, the recommended that a recurrent full-thickness tear be suggested. MR arthrography to have an accuracy of 92%, sensitivity of 96%, and specificity of 82% in the diagnosis of labral tears. Conventional MRI and MR arthrography remain the favored modalities for shoulder imaging due to their inherently high soft tissue contrast. The use of CT arthrography has been shown to be effective in accurately detecting full-thickness and articular surface partial tears of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus. Sensitivity for...
Conclusion

Direct arthrography can enhance the diagnostic accuracy of MRI and CT by improving contrast between complex anatomic structures and providing joint distension. The use of anesthetic in the injectate can also help confirm or exclude the glenohumeral joint as a possible pain generator when clinical findings are equivocal. Despite considerable technological advances in shoulder imaging over the past several decades, the use of direct MR or CT arthrography remains invaluable for the precise delineation of certain shoulder abnormalities. These include tears of the rotator cuff undersurface and capsulolabral complex, as well as shoulder pathology encountered in the post-operative setting. In most centers, direct MR arthrography remains the examination of choice for assessment of the glenohumeral joint, though the development of multidetector CT has led to broader applications of CT arthrography in the evaluation of rotator cuff, labral, and chondral abnormalities.
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Figure 17 Oblique coronal reformation from multidetector CT arthrogram demonstrates a full-thickness chondral defect of the humeral head (arrows).